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Studio
Sunset Park, New York
Sally 1

Sally 1:
Hi, Chloe? My hotels.com Welcome Rewards are about to expire and my SEO results? They’re not as
effective as they could be. Emails, um, can we call an intern?
Chloe, should I call you mirror myself? I’m just so, I don’t know. This project is an open I don’t know
how to deal with.
Let’s coordinate. I wanna find a place to sketch. I’m sending you a list of links and some mood boards
right now. Can you book us something for tonight and grab us a car? A room like the others, where I
can seem alone.
I have - brainstorming - and I - I really think I need to focus on being an I right now. Being, myself. It’s
more focused to shop around, right?

Hotel
Motor City Casino, Detroit
Sally 2, Chloe, Sally 1
Featuring: Thrash Me (Malaria!)
Interpreted by Samuel Consiglio and Lucky
(Britney Spears)
Interpreted by Colin Self.

Sally 2:
I refuse to speak this language, to mumble after them these words lack of penis lack of money lack of
insignia lack of name. I refuse to pronounce the name of possession and non-possession UGHH.
My genitals employ no hyperbole or metaphor. There is no sequential movement, no litanies, no
multiplication to signify a deliberate lapse. Everything must start over the sun is about to rise.
(Exc. Monique Wittig - Les Guérillères)
Sallly 1:
I wake up…in the morning. Sending looks, sending energy, sending email? No matter how many
sincerely’s I sign, my style is never properly signified.
I’m just like - I’m a project, you know? People - can you hold this, just these - people, they don’t get it.
They don’t get the whole thing. They don’t get it. They don’t get me. It’s - the other way - Chloe, can
you zip me? I’m a project. It’s like people don’t get it, they don’t get it, they don’t get me. I’m a project.
And it’s like, no matter how many sincerely’s I sign, my style is never properly signified.
I’m bored. Anyway, this body foreclosure has a price and, you know, I’m not sorry about it because
everything has a price. It’s just the way that things work.

Roof
The Ravenswood, Hollywood
Sally 1

Sally 1:
Well…It seems to me that absorbing culture, is just a desperate, frantic attempt to escape the horror
of this sort of sterile, mindless existence.
You know, like, culture only provides a sop to the egos of the incompetent. It’s just a means for them to
rationalize some sort of passive spectating.
And what am I in that? What do I want with that?
Do I want to be their language?
(Exc. Valerie Solanas - S.C.U.M Manifesto)

Fitting
B.Calla studio, New York
Sally 3, Bradley Callahan
Featuring: Studio Interlude I
by Colin Self

Sally 1:
I’m trying to figure out this project, my practice, a discipline, I guess.
I wrote an entire play called “Say Maybe to the Baby” a reality play about a woman who discovers
she’s pregnant and discusses her options with a planned parenthood advisor and then goes on a soul
searching journey to figure out what to do with myself.
Me, it would be played by me. I thought it could be in the same format of that wedding dress show –
and about choice, trying on and figuring out, a making “self” – but I think it would’ve been too rough.
What’s this moment of realism about other than the shopping?

Party
Detroit
Sally 1, Chloe, Party Crew
Featuring: We R Who We R (Ke$ha) Interpreted by Samuel Consiglio

Sally 1:
I just want to say that...When I was a teenager and - out:
I had scabies, I had the cream
And I went to work anyway
At Hot Topic
In the mall
So if anyone wants to know
I’m
Actually
Punk.
Shaved women, collaborators?
Shaved women, instigators?
Shaved women, are we traitors?
Screaming babies, screaming babies
In all our decadence, people die
I don’t know
(Exc. Crass - Shaved Women)

Studio
Sunset Park, New York
Sally 1, Chloe
Featuring: Studio Interlude II
by Colin Self

Sally 1:
Who and what is eating? Too much coffee – I need breathing: A
Making that is not so centered, selfing, referential and I’m bent and questioning.
I don’t know that any of this is working. I don’t want to TRUST myself if my-self is just this audience
facing look, okay? It’s a graphic tee and some follows.
Can we show this dirt under my nails? I feel like a reptile.
I just have to know what it means...
Maybe I should dance better?
All this styling can’t but a lifestyle could?
There’s something direct and also frozen. It’s a total laughing “why” and a pause for comfort:
I think the meaning is a walking/making, but visibility can only do so much.
If I say tell me how to be it’s stop.
If I say this is what I want, that’s lazy.
What is the need? -It’s a duh but a total dig!What
Is the need??

“This” (video piece)
Sally 1, Madonna, Pigeons

Sally 1:
I’m not speaking as a woman.
I am not speaking at a woman.
I am speaking to the idea of woman.

Music Video Stage
Royal Oak, MI
Sally 4, Singer, Others
Featuring: No G.D.M.
(Gina X Performance)
Interpreted by Samuel Consiglio

Sally 1:
LEFT - Come a little bit closer to the camera, step
backwards
RIGHT - Turn around - Step Closer

Rouge on my face hides my beard
Long violet fingernails
I adore those magic tales
I don’t mind
I don’t mind

Singer:
Wanna be a great dark man (Turn to the right your left a little bit more)
Being but a lesbian (Back to center - great)
You are perfect, you are sheer (Turn to left)
If you are a red-haired queer (Back to center - stop
at center)
No (face the camera)
G.D.M (use your arms)

No
Great dark man

Sally 1:
Can you see me? (no)

Sally 1:
Come in through the back door
It’s open
(IT’S LOCKED)
Come back over here.

Singer:
That’s life, one dies, c’est la vie, mon chérie
But it really doesn’t matter.

Wanna be a great dark man
(yep)
Being but a lesbian
(yeah)
You are perfect, you are sheer
If you are a red haired queer

(Exc. Gina X Performance - No G.D.M)
No G.D.M.
No Great Dark Man
(Beautiful, keep doing it)
There won’t be a great dark man
If I am a red haired queer
You are perfect, you are sheer
If you are a red haired queer
Tel Aviv, have a sniff, c’est la vie, mon chérie
But it really doesn’t matter.
Yellow teeth between pink lips
Eyeline shadow with a crazy look
The jewel behind the lobe of ear

Hotel Exit
Floral District, New York
Sally 1

Sally 1:
Picking all of the berries from my trail mix..secretly left a few to scorn later. Just Prepping the handfuls
for blind grazing.
I could get a cavity. Or sticky fingers. Coated salt I’m all sweat from the walk.
Charging supplies to my frequent flier credit card: the glamour of Plan B.
Lets imagine Britney led a secret life of power, not a body of excess for merchandising. Okay, maybe
both - I have her doll.
I want to hurt too. I get it - losing it to put it back somewhere else.
Doing Hole covers. Wanting to be Courtney but learning to appreciate Madonna.
It’s about intention. That’s feminism, right? Saying what I mean, for me?
I don’t actually want to be clear. I could be anyone. That’s the trouble:
I don’t think I have to give them up.

Dance Studio
BAX, New York
Sally 3, Choreographer, Sally 1
Featuring: Studio Interlude III
by Colin Self
&
Dance Number
by Samuel Consiglio

Sally 1:
Lets admit her:
Admit Carrie
Ally
Sally
sure.
The ie’s still transmit diminutive even as a y and I’m crying in the car I called
I’m crying in my car
And… here you come
Let’s just get to work

Voice mail
Chloe

Chloe:
Hey Sally. It’s Chloe. Um…so I took some notes from your performance tonight - and I think they’ll be
helpful so, I’m leaving them in a voice mail…I think that’s how you like to work.
I’m bathing in my own pool
A layaway. Investment.
Pensive pouring excess
Toeing puddle, tepid impasse.
It’s possible not prudish
Abounding, I’m abased.
Pissing in my own tub
This mud mask melts my face.
The grounding made all vacant
Grabby and then left
Into puddle marked doubly
As the doing and its cleft.
Don’t tell me can’t because
I’m call back it’s all clear:
All fires set horizon
Maybe mine, but not mirror.
Waning, waits, whatever.
Stand it, tell me where.
The fall out of time, a leaning on mine
Needs a you more than a here.
Okay, byeee

Closing Credits
Featuring: Closing Credits
by Colin Self
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